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What is a WiFi Mesh System ?

Classic WiFi Router
WiFi signal degrades with distance and obstructions in signal path
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WiFi Mesh Router
Mesh Extender units amplify the WiFi signal while broadcasting the same SSID
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Mesh WiFi System
A Mesh WiFi system provides better WiFi coverage throughout your 
home.

A Mesh WiFi system comprises of a single Mesh WiFi Router and one or more 
Mesh WiFi Range Extenders.

The SimpliNET2 Mesh WiFi System is available  in 4 different packages

Package Contents

SimpliNET2 Mesh System (3 Pc.) 1 x Router + 2 x Extenders
The extenders in this package are pre-paired with the Router.

SimpliNET2 Mesh System (2 Pc.) 1 x Router + 1 x Extenders
The extender in this package is pre-paired with the Router.

SimpliNET2 Mesh Router 1 x Router 

SimpliNET2 Mesh Range Extender 1 x Extender
SimpliNET2 Extenders cannot be used by themselves. They must be used 
along with a SimpliNET2 Mesh Router.
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Understating your hardware

Section 1
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Identifying Router and Extenders

Extender
White Top

Router
Grey Top
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Router and Extender Ports

Router ports
1 x 1 Gbps Internet (WAN) Port

2 x 1 Gbps LAN Ports

1 x USB 2.0 port

Extender ports
3 x 1 Gbps LAN Ports
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Switches and Buttons

Router

Power adapter input 

5V – 3.0A 

Extender

Pairing Button

Press for 1 second to pair 

router with extender

Reset Button

Press for 6 seconds to reset 

to factory default settings

Power ON/OFF Switch

Connect power adapter and 

then turn ON

Power ON/OFF Switch

Connect power adapter and 

then turn ON
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LED and Touch Pad

Router Extender

Touch pad for GuestLink

Status LED

Located below 

the Touch pad
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LED Status

LED Display Pattern Router and Extender State

Solid Purple The extender is starting up or rebooting.

Flashing Blue

The Extender and Router are pairing

GuestLink is attempting to allow a guest to connect to 

SimpliNET2_TouchLink WiFi network.

Solid Blue The Range Extender is connected to the router.

Solid Red The connection between Router and Extender is weak.

Flashing Red
The Router cannot access the Internet 

The Extender cannot connect to the Router.
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Resetting the Router or Extender

The following steps will reset the Router or Extender to the default factory 
settings and will result in loss of any changes you have made to the router 
including changes to WiFi SSID, WiFi security key and login password. 

To perform a hardware reset 
1. Power on the router – ensure that power switch is set to ON position.

2. Use a paperclip to press the reset button (see picture) for about 6 seconds or till the 
LED turns purple. 

3. Then release the reset button. When the device completes the reset sequence, the 
LED will change color. Please be patient.

4. Use the Login Password displayed on the label at the bottom of the device to log 
into the router using the web interface.

Router/Extender Reset Button

Power Switch set to ON
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Router Label

Use this password to 

log into the  routerWAN/Internet 

Ethernet 

Interface MAC 

Address
Use this WiFi 

network name and 

security key to 

connect your WiFi 

devices to the 

Mesh WiFi system

Please take a picture of the router label so you can access it from 
anywhere, even when you are not near the router.

Use this ID to register 

the smart firewall.

Use this MAC address 

to manually pair the 

router and extenders.
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Extender Label

5Ghz WiFi Interface 

MAC Address

Please take a picture of all the extender labels so you have access to 
them from anywhere, even when you are not near the extenders.

Use this MAC address to 

manually pair this 

extender with the router.
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Setup

Section 2
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Router only configuration

The SimpliNET2 Router can be connected directly to your 
broadband modem or the LAN port of your integrated 
router/modem.

The SimpliNET2 Router can function as the primary router on your 
home network and your WiFi devices can connect directly to it.

The SimpliNET2 Extenders are not necessary if the Router provides 
adequate WiFi signal coverage in all the areas of your home.

Ethernet
Broadband 

Modem

SimpliNET2 

Router
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Router and extender configuration

Once the SimpliNET2 Router is installed, one or more extenders 
can be added to the mesh network.

When the SimpliNET2 Extenders are installed, your WiFi devices 
will automatically connect to the SimpliNET2 Router or to one of 
the SimpliNET2 Extenders depending on which device (Router or 
Extenders) provide the strongest signal at that location.

The more extenders you connect the better the WiFi coverage.

Ethernet
Broadband 

Modem

SimpliNET2 

Router

SimpliNET2 

Extender
Wi-Fi

SimpliNET2 

Extender
Wi-Fi
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WAN/Internet side setup options

Integrated

Modem and 

WiFi Router

BroadbandISP Ethernet

Standalone

Modem
BroadbandISP SimpliNET2 

Router
Ethernet

SimpliNET2 

Router

Modem EthernetBroadbandISP Ethernet Switch
SimpliNET2 

Router
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Modem EthernetBroadbandISP Ethernet
Router or 

Mesh System
SimpliNET2 

Router

You can connect a 
modem, an integrated 
router modem, a switch 
or another router to the 
WAN/Internet port of 
your SimpliNET2 Router



LAN side setup options

Switch

SimpliNET2 

Router

WiFi or Ethernet

Ethernet Devices

WiFi

SimpliNET2 

Router
Ethernet Ethernet

SimpliNET2 

Router

Devices

Devices

WiFi Devices

WiFi RouterEthernet

WiFi Devices

Devices
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You can connect your 
devices using WiFi or 
Ethernet to the 
SimpliNET2 Router or 
Extenders.

You can also connect a 
Switch to one of LAN 
ports of the 
SimpliNET2 Router or 
Extenders and connect 
your devices over 
Ethernet to the switch.



Setup and Operating Modes

When the SimpliNET2 Router is connected directly to a broadband modem, the IP 
address assigned to the WAN/Internet interface of the router is typically a public IP 
address. Public IP addresses are assigned by your ISP.

Standalone

Broadband 

Modem

InternetBroadbandISP
SimpliNET2 

Router
LAN

Integrated / 

Combined 

Modem and WiFi

Router

InternetBroadbandISP SimpliNET2 

Router
LAN

When the SimpliNET2 Router is connected to another integrated router/modem 
device, the IP address assigned to the WAN/Internet interface of the router is 
typically a private IP address such as 192.168.xxx.yyy
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Mesh System Backhaul
The SimppliNET2 Routers 
and Extenders communicate 
internally using the backhaul 
network.

The backhaul network can 
be either WiFi or Ethernet.

Currently the WiFi backhaul 
uses a special 5GHz 
channel.

The Ethernet backhaul 
network cable must be
plugged into the LAN1 port
of the SimpliNET2 extender.

SimpliNET2 

Router

SimpliNET2 

Extender
Backhaul

SimpliNET2 

Router

SimpliNET2 

Extender
Backhaul SimpliNET2 

Extender
Backhaul

SimpliNET2 

Router

SimpliNET2 

Extender
BackhaulSimpliNET2 

Extender
Backhaul
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WiFi Connection

Section 3
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Connecting to the WiFi network
SimpliNET2 WiFi mesh systems creates two WiFi networks by default

SimpliNET2
Your WiFi devices connect to this network. 

Connecting to this network requires a security key.

SimpliNET2_Touch
Used only with the GuestLink feature which is described later.

Each SimpliNET2 system has a unique WiFi 
security key that is printed on the label at the 
bottom of router.

To join your Windows 10 PC to the 
SimpliNET2 network, type in the WiFi security 
key when prompted.

The default IP address assigned to your PC 
should be in the range 192.168.10.X.
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IP Address Range

Running “ipconfig /all” in the Command Prompt on a Windows PC 
shows the IP address assigned to the WiFi interface on the PC. 

The default IP address assigned by SimpliNET2 is from the subnet 
192.168.10.X

The default IP address for the router is 192.168.10.1. This is the IP address 
you will use to connect to the SimpliNET2 Web UI using a web browser.
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IP Address Assignments

The router assigns IP addresses from the same subnet (192.168.10.X 
subnet by default) to the following devices: 

SimpliNET2 Router’s LAN and WiFi interfaces

SimpliNET2 Extenders

Devices connected to the LAN ports of the SimpliNET2 Router or Extenders 

Devices connected over WiFi to the SimpliNET2 network

SimpliNET2 

Router

SimpliNET2 

Extender
Backhaul

Sample - IP address assignments to routers, extenders and devices on the SimpliNET2 network

192.168.10.1 192.168.10.100

192.168.10.102192.168.10.103

192.168.10.104 192.168.10.105
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WAN and LAN IP Address Conflict

Integrated / 

Combined 

Modem and WiFi

Router

Internet
SimpliNET2 

Router
LAN

The default DHCP IP address range the SimpliNET2 
Router assigns to devices connected over WiFi or 
Ethernet is 192.168.10.100 – 192.168.10.200.

However, if SimpliNET2 Router is connected to an 
integrated router/modem, the default DHCP range 
may conflict with the IP address assigned to the 
Internet side

In this case SimpliNET2 will automatically use a 
different DHCP range than the one specified via the 
DHCP Settings page.

192.168.10.X

DHCP Range 

modified to 

192.168.0.X
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Configuration

Section 4
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Customizing your mesh system
The SimpliNET2 Mesh WiFi system is a combination of two separate 
functions

WiFi Mesh System for excellent WiFi coverage 

Smart Firewall for security and privacy

Mesh WiFi 

System

Smart 

Firewall

The Smart Firewall can be 

customized by visiting 

https://portal.iotdef.com from a 

web browser on your PC or Mac. 

The WiFi Mesh System can be 

configured by visiting 

http://192.168.10.1 from a web 

browser on your PC or Mac

SimpliNET2 System
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Router Login Screen
When you visit the SimpliNET2 router web 
configuration page using your web browser, the 
router login screen is displayed 

This happens during first power up, after reboots 
and after factory reset.

Each SimpliNET2 router has a per-device unique 
admin password set during manufacturing

During initial setup and after reset, the router defaults 
back to this password.

The login password is printed on the label at the bottom 
of the router.

The router password can be changed using the 
Setup -> Login Password menu option.

Changing the WiFi security key does not affect the 
login password.

Type in the unique password printed on the 

label at the bottom of your SimpliNET2 router. 27



Status page – Mesh system at-a-glance View
Standalone Modem or 

Integrated Router/Modem 

device connected to the WAN 

port of the router

WAN (Internet) side IP Address 

assigned by ISP or upstream 

integrated router / modem device

Number of devices connected to the 

mesh system over WiFi and 

Ethernet. Does not include the mesh 

extenders.

DNS Server address assigned to 

the router by the upstream device 

i.e. router or modem

Router LAN side IP address

WAN connection mode -

Router or WiFi Client (WISP).

Internet connectivity status

Firmware Version

Mesh router and extender 

connectivity status
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Device Status page – network settings

Firmware version

WiFi Network Name (SSID) and  

Security Type can be modified 

in Wi-Fi -> WiFi Configuration

Public IP address assigned by 

your ISP or private IP address 

assigned by your Integrated 

router/modem.

IP address assigned to the LAN 

interface of SimpliNET2. Use this 

IP address to access the 

SimpliNET2 web configuration 

page.

2.4 Ghz WiFi Channel selection is 

set to AUTO by default. This can be 

modified in WiFi -> 2.4G advanced 

settings.

5 Ghz WiFi Channel is set to 40 

by default. This can be modified 

in WiFi -> 5G Advanced Settings.

Setup-> Device Status

Internet/WAN Settings can be 

modified in Setup -> Internet 

Settings.

LAN Settings can be modified in 

Setup -> DHCP Settings.
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Mesh System Menu Options

Wizard
30

Wi-Fi Setup



Logging out
You will be automatically logged out of the 
SimpliNET2 web configuration page after 5 
minutes of inactivity.

After changing any setting that requires the 
router to reboot you will be logged out 
automatically. 

You can log out manually by selecting the 
Logout menu option.

Setup -> Logout 31



Internet Connection

Section 5
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WAN Operating Modes
The SimpliNET2 router support two types of connections on the WAN side.

Ethernet Connection – Router Mode. 

WiFi Connection – Wi-Fi Client Mode. 

When operating in this mode the WAN Ethernet port can be used to connect local network 
devices i.e. it gets reconfigured as a LAN port.

The mode the router is currently operating in is indicated with a green check 
mark next to it.

Wizard

Standalone 

Modem

SimpliNET2 

Router
LANEthernet

Integrated 

Modem and WiFi

Router

WiFi
SimpliNET2 

Router
LAN
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WAN Modes - WiFi Client
When setting up the 
SimpliNET2 Router in WiFi 
client mode you have the 
option of 

Selecting a WiFi network 

or

Manually typing in the 
WiFi network name and 
security key.

Wizard -> WiFi Client -> 

Select a WiFi
Wizard -> WiFi Client -> 

Manually
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Internet Settings – WAN Type
SimpliNET2 supports multiple WAN connection 
types. The type of connection will depend on 
the service provided by your ISP.

DHCP (Dynamic IP) 
This is the most common type of connection type used by 
cable and fiber type broadband connections.

Static IP
This information will be provided by your ISP.

Point to Point over Ethernet (PPPoE) 
This is typically used by DSL broadband connections

SimpliNET2 will automatically test for Internet 
connectivity and the connectivity status will be 
displayed on the Status page.

Setup -> Internet Settings
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Internet Settings – DNS Settings
SimpliNET2 allows you to specify DNS servers 
of your choosing.

The DNS1 and DNS2 fields allow you to specify 
the IP addresses of the DNS servers. 

Following are IP addresses of popular DNS 
servers :

Google DNS1=8.8.8.8 DNS2=8.8.4.4

Comcast DNS1=75.75.75.75 DNS2=75.75.76.76

OpenDNS DNS1=208.67.222.222 DNS2=208.67.220.220

SimpliNET2 smart firewall will transparently and 
securely proxy all DNS requests to IoT Defense 
DNS servers to offer you maximum protection.

Setup -> Internet Settings
36



LAN Setup

Section 6
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WiFi Network Name and Password
The SimpliNET2 Router and Extenders broadcast 
the same network name so your WiFi devices can 
seamless connect to either the Router or any of the 
Extenders.

SimpliNET2 provides 2 WiFi bands - 2.4GHz WiFi 
band and the 5Ghz WiFi band.

When Smart Connect is disabled you can configure 
the network name (SSID) of each band separately.

The default Security Type WPA2-PSK is the more 
secure option for devices to connect to the mesh 
network

Upon factory reset, the WiFi network name is set to 
“SimpliNET2” and the unique WiFi password is set 
to the one printed on the router label.WiFi -> Wi-Fi Configuration
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Smart Connect
With Smart Connect both the 2.4GHz WiFi and 
the 5Ghz WiFi bands broadcast the same 
network name (SSID). 

WiFi device will seamlessly connect to the WiFi 
band that is compatible with the device’s WiFi 
adapter.

Older devices typically connect to the 2.4Ghz band 
and newer devices connect to the faster 5Ghz 
band.

To assign different names to the 2.4GHz and 
5Ghz WiFi bands, turn Smart Connect OFF.

WiFi -> Wi-Fi Configuration
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DHCP Settings
SimpliNET2 Router DHCP settings control the IP 
addresses assigned to devices connected over 
WiFi and those connected to the LAN ports 
using Ethernet. 

The default IP address range for devices is 
192.168.10.100 through 192.168.10.200.

You can customize the IP address range 
assigned to your devices.

Setup -> DHCP Settings

SimpliNET2 

Router
Ethernet

DHCP IP address assignment for LAN side devices 
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Custom DHCP Range
You can change the DHCP settings to assign a 
custom range of IP addresses to home networking 
devices connected over WiFi and Ethernet. 

To modify DHCP settings, set DHCP to Custom.

Set the IP Address which will be assigned to the 
router’s LAN interface.

Ensure that this range is on a different subnet from the IP 
address assigned to the WAN interface of the router by 
the upstream device.

Change the DHCP Start and DHCP End to 
appropriate values in the same subnet as specified 
in the IP Address.

After clicking Apply the router will reboot and your 
PC will be assigned an IP address from the new 
range. The IP address used to connect the router 
will also change.

Setup -> DHCP Settings
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Disable DHCP 
The DHCP Server functionality on SimpliNET2 can 
be disabled. This will prevent SimpliNET2 router 
from assigning IP addresses to any devices on LAN 
side connected over WiFi or Ethernet.

This feature lets you setup a different DHCP server 
and default gateway device on your network.

To disable DHCP, select Disable from DHCP 
(Dynamic IP) drop down list.

In this mode you will need another DHCP server on 
the LAN side of the network to assign IP addresses 
to all devices including the SimpliNET router and 
extenders.

When configured in this mode the smart firewall 
component of the SimpliNET2 system will not be 
able to protect your network.

Setup -> DHCP Settings
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Client List
SimpliNET2 displays a list of clients connected over WiFi 
and Ethernet to the SimpliNET2 router and extenders.

The “Client List” tab shows the following information:
▪ Device Name

▪ MAC Address 

▪ IP Address

▪ IP Address Assignment Type
▪ Automatic – IP address assignment is not permanent. It can 

change after SimpliNET2 router reboots.

▪ Manual – IP address is static and will not change across reboots 

The same set of devices are also displayed in the drop 
down list under “Add Current Client” in the “Static IP” 
tab.

This emables you to easily enter the client details if you 
wish to make the IP address assignment permanent 
(static).

Setup -> Client List -> Client List 43



Static IP Addresses
For features such as Virtual Server and DMZ 
Host to work optimally, you need the ability to 
assign IP addresses to devices statically.

Static assignment of IP address results in the device 
receiving the same DHCP assigned IP address every 
time, even if the SimpliNET2 router is rebooted.

SimpliNET2 allows you to make any dynamically 
assigned IP address permanent (static).

The “Add Current Client” shows a list of devices that 
are currently online. Any device from the list can be 
selected. 

SimpliNET2 also allows you to add a new device 
by specifying its MAC address, IP address and  
a desired device name.

Setup -> Client List ->Static IP 44



Static IP Address Assignment Configuration

Setup -> Client List ->Static IP 45

List of devices that are 

configured for static

IP address 

assignment. 

Existing assignments 

can be deleted by 

selecting one or more 

devices then clicking 

delete.

Enter the desired 

Name, IP Address and 

MAC address of a 

device to add it to the 

list of devices for 

static IP address

assignment and then 

click the + button.

Select from an existing list of 

devices for which you would 

like to make the IP address 

assignment permanent (static).

The selected device details are 

automatically populated in the 

fields above.

You can modify the auto-filled 

fields before clicking on the +

button.



GuestLink
GuestLink allows your guests to connect their 
devices to the SimpliNET2 mesh WiFi guest 
network without having to reveal your WiFi 
password to them.

Wi-Fi -> GuestLink

Once the connection time 
window expires WiFi devices 
can no longer connect to the 
SimpliNET2_Touch network. 

When GuestLink is enabled, simply 
touching the top of the router or 
extender allows a WiFi device to 
connect to the SimpliNET2_Touch 
open WiFi network within 2 minutes.
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GuestLink
You can disable the SimpliNET2_Touch WiFi 
network by turning off GuestLink and only enable it 
when you have guests in your home. 

Once a particular device connects to 
SimpliNET2_Touch network, that device will be 
allowed to connect to the SimpliNET2_Touch 
network subsequently without  having to use the 
GuestLink feature by touching the top of the router 
or range extender. 

You can terminate a guest WiFi device’s access to 
the SimpliNET2_Touch network by delete the device 
from GuestLink.

When a device connects to the SimpliNET2_Touch 
network it will be able to access all other devices 
connected to the SimpliNET2 system over WiFi and 
Ethernet. Security around SimpliNET2_Touch will be 
improved though a future software upgrade.

Wi-Fi -> GuestLink
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Extender Setup

Section 7
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Mesh Routers and Extenders
The SimpliNET2 Router and Extenders work 
together to create a single WiFi network which 
your WiFi devices can seamlessly connect to.

The SimpliNET2 Router communicates with all 
paired SimpliNET2 Extenders using a WiFi or 
Ethernet backhaul channel. 

You can add up to 10 extenders to a single  
SimpliNET2 mesh system

The Mesh Device List section in the Status page 
shows the Router and the paired Extenders that 
are a part of the mesh system. 

Extenders that are paired but not connected are 
shown with blinking tops.

Status
49



Extenders
Extenders that are already 
paired with routers will 
show as disconnected 
when 

The extender is turned off.

The extender is on but is 
unreachable by the router 
through the backhaul  
(Ethernet or WiFi).

When an Extender is 
connected, the IP address 
assigned to the Extender 
is displayedWiFi -> Mesh

50
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Pairing Routers and Extenders
SimpliNET2 Extenders in the 2 piece and 3 piece 
sets are pre-paired with the SimpliNET2 Router in 
the package . 

For pre-paired Routers and Extenders, the router web 
dashboard and mobile  app display the list of 
extenders identifying them with their IDs.

The Extender ID is the last 2 numbers of the Extender’s 
5G MAC address printed at the bottom of the router

SimpliNET2 extenders which ship separately 
(individually) need to be paired with your existing 
SimpliNET2 router. This pairing can be performed  
using the following 2 methods :

Manual Pairing - by entering the 5G MAC Address of 
the extender displayed along with bar code at the 
bottom of the extender

Automatic Pairing - using the pairing button on the 
routers and extenders.

WiFi -> Mesh Network
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Remotely Accessible Services

Section 7
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Running services on your home network

You may be running a service on a device on your home network which you would 
like to be accessible remotely i.e. from a device on the Internet. 

This may require incoming traffic from the Internet to be allowed through the SimpliNET2 router.

By default the SimpliNET2 router’s NAT/Firewall blocks all unsolicited incoming traffic 
unless it has been explicitly allowed by one or more of the following methods

1. Port Forwarding configured through Virtual Servers
2. System configured as demilitarized zone (DMZ) host
3. Universal Plug and Play (UPNP) configuration

The SimpliNET2 router’s Smart Firewall will block traffic from sources that are 
deemed to be malicious

This also applies to ports that have explicitly opened by one or more of the above methods.
The Smart Firewall’s Remote Access Control feature adds another layer to security to this.

53

Internet

SimpliNET2 

Router

Remote 

Computer
Device on home 

network running  

remotely 

accessible service 



Service Access Configuration Options

Virtual Server Port Forwarding

54

DMZ Host UPNP (Local Network)



Virtual Servers

SimpliNET2 

Router
Internet

Internet

LAN / Home NetworkWAN / Internet

In the illustration above 
A.B.C.D is the public IP address assigned by your 
ISP to your router

192.168.10.120 and 192.168.10.130 are the IP 
addresses of the systems running the telnet (TCP 
23) and HTTP (TCP port 80) servers respectively

For the Remote Computer to be able to 
access to the services running on the 
computers on the home network, the rules 
as described here must be configured.
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IP=A.B.C.D Port=2399

IP=A.B.C.D Port=8099

IP=192.168.10.120 Port=23

IP=192.168.10.130 Port=80

Remote 

Computer Home computer 

running service 

on port 23

Home computer  

running service 

on port 80



DMZ Host

SimpliNET2 

Router

Internet

LAN / Home NetworkWAN / Internet

In the illustration above 
A.B.C.D is the public IP address assigned by your ISP 
to your router

192.168.10.150 is the IP address of the system 
configured as the DMZ Host. 

All unsolicited incoming traffic is routed to the DMZ 
Host. 

In this setup the DMZ Host is running the telnet 
(TCP 23), HTTP (TCP port 80) and RDP (TCP 3389) 
services

For the Remote Computer to be able to 
access to the services running on the DMZ 
Host on the home network, the rules as 
described here must be configured
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IP=A.B.C.D Port=23

IP=A.B.C.D Port=80

IP=192.168.10.150 Port=23

IP=192.168.10.150 Port=80

Remote 

Computer
Home 

computer 

configured 

in DMZIP=A.B.C.D Port=3389 IP=192.168.10.150 Port=3389



Common Service Ports

57

Port Description

HTTPS TCP 443

HTTP (alternative) TCP 8080

RDP TCP 3389

SSH TCP 22

Open VPN TCP 1194

Plex Media Server TCP 32400

Minecraft TCP 25565

World of Warcraft TCP & UDP 3724

RTSP TCP & UDP 554

Port Description

DNS TCP & UDP 53

FTP TCP 21

HTTP TCP 80

NNTP TCP 119

POP3 TCP 110

PPTP TCP 1723

SMTP TCP 25

SOCK TCP 1080

TELENT TCP 23

These are some of the ports on which common services are offered by 
home networking devices.



Universal Plug and Play (UPnP)

SimpliNET2 

RouterInternet X

SimpliNET2 

RouterInternet

UPnP

SimpliNET2 

RouterInternet

IP Camera

IP Camera

The NAT functionality of the 
SimpliNET2 Router blocks all 
unsolicited incoming traffic (from 
the Internet) to devices in the home 
network.

Some devices such as IP cameras, 
Network Attached Storage (NAS) 
need to allow access to the device 
from outside the home network. 

In order to do so the SimpliNET2 
router needs to allow inbound 
connections on certain ports.

Such devices use the UPnP protocol 
to request the SimpliNET2 router to 
open specific ports to allow 
inbound traffic.
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Universal Plug and Play support

The SimpliNET2 router does not offer UPnP 
functionality on the Internet (WAN) side as it is 
considered a security risk.

Enabling UPnP on the SimpliNET2 router only 
enables this functionality on the home network 
(LAN side).

To improve the security of your home network 
UPnP is disabled by default.

It  must be enabled if you have a device on your 
home network which requires UPnP to open up 
ports on the SimpliNET2 Router.

Setup -> Network Tools -> UPNP
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Dynamic DNS Configuration
The public IP address assigned to your SimpliNET2 
Router by your ISP can change frequently.

Dynamic DNS (DDNS) is an external service (hosted 
on the Internet) that can record the IP address 
assigned to your router by your ISP and make it 
accessible through a domain name.

With Dynamic DNS you use a domain such as 
yourname.ddns.net which would translate to the current 
public address assigned to your SimpliNET2 Router by 
your ISP.

In order for this to work you have to configure DDNS on 
our SimpliNET2 Router

SimpliNET2 supports the DDNS providers no-
ip.com and changeip.com

To use the above services you have to register with the 
service of your choice.Setup -> DDNS
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Other Services

Section 7
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Time Settings
SimpliNET2 can set its time automatically by 
contacting NTP servers on the Internet.

The server pool.ntp.org is used for synchronizing 
time.

The Time Zone it set to US EST by default. 

To set the Time Zone to a different one use the 
drop down list and select the appropriate Time 
Zone.

The SimpliNET2 mesh system’s time cannot be 
set manually.

Setup -> Time Settings 62



Security Management
SimpliNET2 adopts a strong security posture by 
default.

1. Accessing the web interface from the 
WAN/Internet side is disabled by default. So that 
it cannot be compromised by bot attacks from 
the Internet.

2. The router does not respond to ping request 
from the Internet, reducing is discoverability.

3. Stateful Firewall is enabled by default, which 
blocks all incoming connections expect when 
explicitly setup using Virtual Server, DMZ and 
UPnP.

Setup -> Time Settings
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File Sharing
The SimpliNET2 Router supports sharing the 
contents of a USB thumb drive over the 
network using Windows File Sharing (SMB).

The USB thumb drive must be formatted as 
NTFS or FAT32 for SimpliNET2 to recognize it.

The contents of the USB thumb are accessible 
using the share \\192.168.10.1\sda1. 

To map a drive to this share on your Windows 
PC use the user name “share” and the 
password you have set in the Password field

The USB contents of the USB drive are 
mounted as a writable share.

Setup -> USB Storage
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Firmware Updates

Automatic updates
Both the SimpliNET2 Router and the Extenders 
regularly check IoT Defense’s servers for new firmware 
updates. If available, the firmware is download and 
applied to the Routers and Extenders.

Manual Updates
If instructed by IoT Defense support, you can also 
apply firmware updates, manual. 

Firmware updates to the router and the extenders can 
be applied manually through the router web interface 
accessible by visiting the URL http://192.168.10.1

Do not turn off the power or attempt to disrupt 
the Routers or Extenders Internet connectivity 
during firmware updates. 

Doing so may corrupt the firmware image.

Current Firmware Version
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Changing Router Password

The SimpliNET2 Router password is required to 
log into the router using the web interface or 
the mobile app.

The router password can be changed using the 
Setup -> Login Password menu option.

Changing the router password does not have 
any affect on the WiFi security key.

During initial setup and after reset, the router 
password defaults back to the password printed 
on the label at the bottom of the router.

Each router has a per-device unique password 
set at the factory to mitigate automated 
password guessing attacks.

Setup -> Login Password
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Backup and Restore Configuration Settings

You can save the current configuration setting 
of the router by selecting Backup. A file named 
RT2880_Settings.dat will be automatically 
downloaded by your browser.

After a factory reset of your router, you can 
select the same file using the Browse button 
and then select Restore to restore back the 
saved settings from that file. 

Please note that the file RT2880_Settings.dat 
contains your routers Admin password and WiFi 
security key in cleartext.

Setup -> Backup/Restore Settings
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Rebooting the router

There are two ways to reboot the router
Soft reboot using the Device Reboot option 

Hard reboot by turning the power off and then back 
on again

Note that rebooting the router does not affect 
the extenders.

Setup -> Device Reboot 68
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Region Settings

Region settings determine the WiFi channel that 
is used by the 2.4 Ghz and 5.0 Ghz radios.

By default the Region is set to FCC (US). 
There is seldom any need to change the Region 
settings

Setup -> Region Settings 69



Questions / Feedback
For any feedback or questions about the user guide, please contact

IoT Defense Inc. | hello@iotdef.com 
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